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accurategps data is only half the battle. you need maps, and they need to be updated regularly. these online maps allow you to selectroute types, traffic information, andtraffic warnings. we recommend selecting the route type that takes the shortest time, so that you can maximize your time on the road. as a family, you
will face countless unexpected situations; nothing is guaranteed whenyou are traveling. while many safety tools are not necessary, they can greatly enhance your level of preparedness. all the samenavigation systemshave them, such as emergency locator beacons, andgps radio. beacons emit a coded signal that can be

used to locate them if the gps signal in your device has failed. if the radio has worked up to date maps, it can allow you to navigate usingroad reports or audio directions, such as a live or pre-recorded voice guide. when you can determine that your unit is out of range of a signal, you can use the beacons or radio to help find
your location. if it’s anything like us, the more you have with you, the better. from flashlights, to tablets, mobile phones, and laptops, atoolkit of devices to find your way can be invaluable. you can also save time with a cell phone enabled navigation system, which allows you to find your way by your accurate location as

determined by the system’s gps or beacons.
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despite increased public attention, apt40 continues to conduct cyber espionage operations following a regular tempo, and we anticipate their operations will continue through at least the near and medium term. based on apt40s broadening into election-related targets in 2017, we assess with moderate confidence that the
groups future targeting will affect additional sectors beyond maritime, driven by events such as chinas belt and road initiative. in particular, as individual belt and road projects unfold, we are likely to see continued activity by apt40 which extends against the projects regional opponents. many of the park's roads and

parking lots are closed to or do not have space for recreational vehicles (rvs) and vehicles pulling trailers. while there may appear to be sufficient parking space early in the morning at some of the smaller parking lots, the parking lot can quickly fill. on a number of occasions, rv drivers have parked in a lot and by the time
the driver returned to depart, the parking lot was full and there wasn't sufficient room to maneuver the rv out of the parking lot without damaging other vehicles. not until much later, after the parking spots adjacent to and in front of the rv were cleared, was the driver of the rv able to safely get the rv out of the parking
space and out of the lot. some visitors who arrived during this time and were told by the driver of the rv (and later by park staff) that they couldn't park in the parking lot, even though there were parking spaces apparently available, weren't too happy. smartphones make navigation easy, but they are not infallible. many
phones today usegps technology, but these systems vary widely in accuracy. when an error occurs, it may only be a minor inconvenience. fixing the error can be a challenge, but most devices allow you to adjust the accuracy of the gps and the routes on your device. options include following a cell tower instead of a gps

satellite, or using gps indoors. always test your devices accuracy in the area you frequent most. 5ec8ef588b
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